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                        When you make a choice, you also choose all the consequences. To make a choice it is always better to know the two sides of a story. We complied some information that could be useful to #MeattheFacts
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Lots of demand for improved animal welfare, but what do people really know?









Animal welfare is very important to Europeans, with surveys regularly stating that most Europeans want to see higher standards for animal welfare than they currently have.





Read more
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The Dublin Declaration




The Call From The Scientific Community For an Evidence-Based Debate on Meat





Read more
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Mental distress for European farmers, the unseen motivation for their protests




The farmers’ protests across Europe are headline news these days, with hundreds of tractors blocking traffic in major European cities, exhausted after years of green policies undermining the survival of their activities. But there’s a lesser-known reason for such action.





Read more
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															25.03.2024														

														Many Dutch people care about the availability and affordability of meat

														
															Dutch peoples' views differ from those of the politicians in The Hague on the future of livestock farming and meat...														
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														How much cereal production goes to feed livestock?

														
															Cereals play a significant role in livestock feed, but most cereals used in animal feed are "feed-grade cereals", i.e....														
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														"The future of livestock in the EU and beyond": working together towards ending polarization around animal husbandry

														
															Brussels, September 29th – European Livestock Voice partner associations representing the livestock value chain...														
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								Tweets by @livestockvoice 
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Farmers’ solutions: What is a RENURE project?






















The 9 Paradoxes of the EU Farm to Fork Strategy





















Carbon Farming – How does it work in practice? A concrete example from Belgium 
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It is a fact, The livestock sector is today at the epicentre of public debates in Europe and beyond. With these debates come many myths and stereotypes, and they portray a picture that is in stark contrast with the reality experienced by farmers and professionals on ground. This situation is dangerous as the EU livestock farming model will face tremendous challenges to ensure economic viability, generational renewal and adaptation to societal and environmental demands. 




The EU livestock farming model, based on diversified, local and family farm structures, is the backbone of EU’s rural areas. It supports a great number of jobs and industries, it contributes to a circular and bio-economy, while also ensuring a steady and affordable supply of nutritious foods, needed for a balanced diet. While the sector is both fully aware of and acting on many challenges, the removal of livestock farming from Europe –  a “Livestock Exit” – would have severe consequences.  European Livestock Voice aims to bring forward the facts from the “boots on the ground” side of the story and offer some balance to the debate on the future of livestock. We won’t tell you what to think or to do but it is essential that you get the two sides of the story, because when you make a choice, you also choose all its consequences! #MeattheFacts





						

					

				

			

			
				
					
						
							
								
Are we not speaking your language?
								 These national initiatives might be able to help
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                        The 2019 European elections have put topics such as animal welfare and livestock farming at the top of public agenda. Farmers, as well as all the professionals of the sector, are facing a growing amount of misinformation without always having the possibility and/or the capacity to reply. This situation has to change. We are convinced that livestock, under all its forms, has brought, and will continue to bring, many benefits to Europe while constantly improving its practices.

European Livestock Voice is a multi-stakeholder group of like-minded EU partners in the livestock value chain that decided to unite to bring back a balanced debate around a sector that is playing such an essential role in Europe’s rich heritage and future. The associations which represent sectors ranging from animal health to feed, to breeding and animal farming, farmers, and output industries, aim to inform the public about the social value of livestock production and its contribution to global challenges, offering another perspective in the ongoing debates.
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